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Abstract

This paper describes the use and the benefit of the spa-
tial image of the world in natural language understand-
ing process. The actual or purely imaginary image of
the world heli)s us to understand the natural language
texts. In order to treat the image of the described
world, the attthors use a geometric representation and
try to reconstruct a geometric nmdel of the global scene
from the scenic descriptions (in Japanese) drawing 
spax’e. An exl)erimental coml)uter program SPRINT
is made to reconstruct a model. SPRINT extracts the
qualitative spatial constraints from the text and rep-
resents them by the numerical constraints on spatial
attributes of the descril)ed entities in the world. This
makes it 1)ossible to express the vagueness of the spa-
tial concepts, to accumulate fragmentary information
on the memory, and to derive the maximally plausi-
ble model from a chunk of such information. In this
process, the view of the observer and its transition is
reflected. One can haxdly treat the view without such
geometric representations. The visual disappearance
of the spatial entities is also discussed with respect to
the view of the observer. By constructing a geomet-
ric representation of the world, these phenomena are
reviewed.

Introduction

This paper concentrates on the understanding process
of the verb’,d exl)ressions concerning about space, and
tile use of the spatial image in that process. One can
easily imagine the described world fl’om the verbal ex-
pressions. We regard tile interpretation of descriptions
as an active process, that is the process of reconstruc-
tion of a situation which tile speaker intended. In this
process, one will use many kind of information. The
natural language descril)tions contain some of them,
I)ut they are not enough. Anmng them, information
about the configuration of the world in one’s image
plays an important role.

So we decide to use a geometric representation as
a world model, and try to reconstruct a geometric
model of the global scene fl’om the spatial descriptions
in Japanese by an experimental coml)uter program
SPRINT (for "SPatial Representation INTerpreter"),
which takes sl)atial descril)tions written in Japanese 
inl)ut, reconstructs a 3-dimensional geometric model of

the world, and outputs tile corresponding image on the
graphic display.

In this paper, we describe our basic approach and
discuss how the reconstructed image is used in the nat-
ural language understanding process, especially for the
descriptions of the view of the observer.

Approach to the Image Reconstruction

The essence of our approach to the image reconstruc-
tion is as follows:

* Meaning of tile natural language expressions as the
constraints among the spatial entities

* hnage representation of the world a~s a collection of
the parameterized geometric entities

¯ Interpreting the qualitative relations as the numel~-
cal constraints among the l)arameters

¯ Potenti’,d energy functions for the vague constraints

¯ Extracting the procedure of the reconstruction from
the natural language expressions

¯ Successive refinement and modification of the world
model.

We regard the world ms an assembly of the spatial
entities, and represent each entity ms the combination
of its 1)rototype m~d the numerical values of its param-
eters. W’e prepare the graphic ol)jects corresponding
to the prototypes. Each gral)hic object is represented
by the paa’ameters prescribing the details of it, i.e. its
location, orientation, and extent.

Now the task becomes to generate the graphic ob-
jects corresponding to the described entities and to
deternfine the 1)arameter values 1)rescribing them. 
is difficult to determine the parameter values directly
from the natural language descril)tions, because of the
partiality of the information and the vagueness about
the spatial relations among the entities. So, at first, we
extract such information as the qualitative spatial con-
stralnts among the spatial attril)utes of the entities, and
then, interl)ret these qualitative constraints as the nu-
merical constraints among the entity parameters, and
calculate the parameter values.

This process is shown in figure 1.
The numerical constraints are represented as the

combination of the prinfitive constraints. The poten-
tial energy function is one of such primitives, mid this
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Figure 1: The Overview of SPRINT

is an efficient method to treat the vagueness in the
constraints. Other primitives are the topological con-
straints and the regions. The potential energy function
provides a means for acculnulating froln fragmentary
information. (The details of this process are reported
in [Yanmda et M., 19881 [Yamada et M., 1990].)

Example of the Reconstruction

Sul)l)ose that the following senteltces are the inl)uts 
SPRINT.

).kJll~t,c)/uJi~zl~ U "/ ~’ r;-~¢f:, o"(~$o J
(There is a fountain at the center of the ~tnlashita
Park. From that place, you can see Hikawa-nmru
(a ship) beyond the fence of the park. There is 
nlarine tower to the right hand of Hikawa-lnaru.)

From these sentences, SPRINT gets the surface case
structures aaM interprets each connection in the struc-
tures to extract the spatial constraints. The extracted
constraints in this example are about the relation he-
tween the "Park" and the "Fountain", alllong the
"’Fountain", the "Fence" and the "Ship", and so forth.

Then SPRINT calculates the entity parameter val-
ues I)ased on these constraints using potential energy
functions. For exmnple, in order to calculate the loca-
tion of the "Ship", SPRINT uses a directional poten-
tim function which represents a direction toward the
"Fen(’e" from the "FountaJlF’ and a inhil)ited region
which 1)rohil)it the hither side of the "Fence".

Finally SPRINT draw a world ilnage on the graphic
display. The final view fi’om the place near the "Foun-
tain" toward the "Shil)" and the "Tower" is shown in
figure 2. It is a likely view of the observer.

Analysis of the View

In the last example, the treatment of the view is very
important. Usually an observer sees the world and no-
tices how the world is. For examI)le, if you did not
know which direction the observer sees, you would not
deternfine the dire(’tion "to the right" and could not
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Figure 2: The Output Image of the Final View (with
Ray-traced View from the Place of the Observer)

imagine where the tower is. This means that the spa-
tial image reflects the history of the inference, and the
constructed image is used again to understand the next
sentence.

So SPRINT also has to
¯ pursue of the eye point of the observer,
¯ set the view of the observer from the eye point,
¯ infer the spatial configuration from that view.

We modeled the view of the observer as one of the
spatial entities, which has the eye point, the aim point,
and the eye direction. In this section, we analyze the
descriptions about views in details.

At first, we define the relation about "see" as follows:

"There is no visible ohstacles hetween the eye
point and the aimed entity."

The constraints about the eye point, eye direction, and
the aim point come from this definition.

If the eye point has its own direction, the constraint
on the direction becomes a relative one. For exam-
pie, to the sentence [- t’~:~t~Ik_7o ~, ~5-:I;--~:-~ r7-
~¢~ S J (If you get across the crossroad, You can
see a tower to the right hand.) the constraint on the
direction of the view del)ends on the direction of the
eye of the observer, and as the observer get across the
crossroad and no other information is obtained, the di-
rection of the eye is determined as the same a~s that of
the transfer of the observer.

There are the cases where the direction of the eye
changes among the transfer. In such cases, each eye
direction nmst be cah-ulated according to the interme-
diate changes. So the change point is put, and it me-
diates the change of the direction of the transfer. For
exmnple, the sentence V#"-~"-~>;~)T~$ ~, ~-~Z ~’
rT-$~k_ &J (If you turn left at the crossroad, you
can see a tower to the right hand.) is interpreted as
in figure 3 (a),(b). In this ease, the direction "to 
right" is calculated fi’om the last direction of the eye,
and it is the same with that of the transfer after the



(a) before the crossroad

//I/ /
(b) after the turn
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Figure 3: Tile View Interpretation of the Transfer with
the Internmdiate Change

turn, which is calculated from tile direction before the
turn.

Though this interpretation satisfies the constraints
ill the sentence, one may think this is not the same
as he/she imagine I)ecause in this interpretation the
observer can see the tower even before the crossroad.
The sentence "If you turn left, ..." seems to imply that
"until you turn left, you cannot see a tower yet." and
this is not in the case of the logical sense. Of course this
is not always true. Suppose the situation where you see
a tower now azl<l are told the last sentence (probably
in English you say not "a tower" but "the tower"), this
will be the case of the integration of the several views.
So the additional pragmatic constraints are strongly
influenced 1)y the purpose of the utterance at that time.

Anyway if you do not want to see a tower before the
crossroad, one of the solutions to this is like this: put
some obstacle on the view of the observer before the
crossroad, that means put it 1)etween the point of the
observer before the crossroad and the tower. In this
case, till the observer turn at the corner, there is no
way to know the location of the tower, so no way to
put the obstacle. The interpretation according to this
solution is shown in figure 3 (c).

This kind of ’invisil)le’ situation must be discussed
with respect to the real world and the daily lmlguage
use.

Analysis of the Visual Disappearance
In the last section, we find some ’invisible’ situations
must be considered with respect to the image of the
world. In this section we argue about the visual dis-
appearance which occurs by a visible obstacle blocking
the view of the observer.

An obstacle can block the view of the observer by

(a) transfer of the eye point
(b) transfer of the aimed object
(c) transfer (or appearance) of the obstacle.

In the understanding process of the visual disappear-
ance expressions, one nmst determine which transfer
has occurred and reconstruct the world image to con-
finn the phenomena. In each case, the model of the
world after the disappearance must satisfy the con-
straint that the view of the observer cross some ob-
stacle.

Let us consider the following example.

t2 E’)Pt:~i~?:o J
(You saw a tree from the street at the left hand
and front of you. As you walked along the street,
the tree hid behind a building.)

In this ca~e, the observer moves and you also know
trees and buildings won’t move, so this is the case of
the eye point transfer. If you don’t klmw about the
building before you are told the second sentence, 3"our
image about the world is like figure 4 (a). Told the
second sentence, your image about the world becomes
like figure 4 (b). The reconfirmation about the visibility
is required at this time, because you know the building
was there when you saw the tree. This reconfirmation
is done by making all image like figure 4 (c).

The following example is the case of the transfer of
the aimed object.

(You saw a moon to the left of the mountain. The
moon sank below the mountain.)

The obstacle is the mountain, and the moon is moved
behind the mountain so as not to be seen from the
observer.

7-1~L~,~ < tzo ?.=’o J
(~bu could see a tower from my house. As a new
building was built, you cannot see the tower now.)

is the example of the appearance of an obstacle. The
newly built building is put so as to block the view in
the model.

If the verbal expression only tells the aimed object
and the obstacle like in the expression [-A 7)~ B ~:-~,~.~
7~J (A hides behind B), it is difficult to infer the cause
of the disappearance. In general, A is a disappeared en-
tity, which was put the aim point, and B is a obstacle,
which block the view of the observer. But the cause of
the disappearance is influenced by the movability of the
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(a) before tile eye point transfer

(b) after tile eye point transfer

(c) reconfirmation of visibility before the transfer

Figure 4: Visual Disappearance with Eye Point Trans-
fer

entities. For example, as the mountain won’t move and
tile sun is movable, in tile interpretation of tile sentence
[~:~fll~7_~,~.~7~J (tile sun hides behind the moun-

tain), the sun as the aimed object is likely to move and
the visual disappeaxance occurs. If [~±lh~z~,$
ff,bJ (Mt.Fuji hides behind the clouds), the clouds 
much more moval)le, so the clouds as the obstacle move
to produce a visual disappearance. In the sentence [)k:
~’~-I11 ~ ~)P l:- ~-$/L 7o J (Mt.Dainmnji hides behind the
I)uilding), the nmuntain and the building are not mov-
able in general. So in many cases, this visual disappear-
ante occurs I)ecause of the transfer of the eye point of
the observer. But if the situation negates the eye point
transfer just like with the phrase [$/,¢)~.~9J (front
my house), as the building is more movahle than the
mountain, the l)uilding as an obstacle is newly built or
extended and the visual disapl)earance occurs.

In these cases, if one has a image of the world, it can
be used a.s a basis of the inference.

Related Work

From the pure linguistic point of view, A. Herskovits
[Herskovits, 1986] awalyzed locative expressions in En-
glish. As for constructing a computer model, conven-

tional logic falls short of our purl)ose. Anmng the for-
nmlations based purely on conventional logic, most typ-
ical is slot-filler representation such as a fornmlation
by Gordon Novak Jr [Novak Jr., 1977]. There also is a
work by D. W’altz[Waltz, 1981]. It is however hard to
draw logical conclusion out of a set of axioms which
lnay involve predicates vague and to get a reusable
model of the world configuration.

To use a geometric representation as a world model,
we can retrieve information that is not mentioned ex-
plicitly in the sentences. Our approach allows both con-
tinuous and discontinuous functions to represent spa-
tial constraints, so that the probability changes either
continuously and discontinuously. It also works as an
accunmlator of a chunk of information.

Conclusions

We have presented an experimental conlputer program
which produces 3-dimensional image as an interpreta-
tion of the given natural language texts. The area of
space-language relationship and the use of the geomet-
ric representation contains a lot of hard issues. Some
problems related to this work are mentioned below.

¯ Presentation of the image.
Our 1)rogram makes a internal 3-dimensional model
of the world, but the presentation on the screen is
now manually done, which means that the camera
position for the computer graphics is manually de-
cided (it is usually a bird’s-eye view). How to present
the internal configuration as an image is a further
problem.

¯ Degree of the visibility.
We use very simple model for the view of the ob-
server. It luck the degree of the visibility. For ex-
ample, with the current model we cannot interpret
the expressions like "you can see it clearly/dimly" or
"you can see the whole/part of it." How to incorpo-
rate these information becomes the problem.

We are now considering the pragnmtic use of the ver-
bal exl)ression in the world model. As the use of the
geometric model of the world, the research on the deno-
tation with the spatial information is now in progress.
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